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Part II -- Details



The macro opened up the target database 
table, tabbed through the fields, copied 
the contents onto the clipboard, and 
saved the data into variables.

It then switched to the Voyager cataloging 
client, opened a new bib record template, 
and pasted the data from the variables 
into the appropriate fields.

After saving the record, it copied the record 
number, created holdings and item 
records, and returned to Access, where it 
pasted in the record number and the date 
and time.



Because there were several formats
involved, (print, CD-ROM, online), the
macro used logic to determine how
to enter the report.

I also did some authority control 
on faculty names ...





It looks too complicated! 
(Well, it is complicated, but so is cataloging)



Creating a macro is easier if you think in terms of 
keyboard shortcuts instead of mouse and menu. You 

just need to write down each keystroke as you 
work through a task. 

For example ...

Taken in small pieces, it isn’t so 
difficult.



... in Voyager Cataloging, to open the fixed field 
008, you can either click on the 008 button ...



... or using the keyboard, type: <alt> 8
Notice how the 8 is underlined ...

... the underlining is the clue that a 
shortcut is available



The field is open for editing



We need to fill in the date, 
place of publication, and code 

the format as electronic.



To do this, we need 
to:
• arrow down once
• type in the date
• hit <tab> 3 times
• arrow down twice 
• type ‘m’ 
• <tab> 3 times 
• arrow down 6 times 
• type ‘s’
• <tab> once 
• and hit <enter>

(my shorthand for that sequence)



In Macro Express, it looks like:



Some potential problems:

•Errors in scripting:
(Typos, Logic, Timing)

•Computer hiccups
•Bad data
•Cataloging options set incorrectly



The robot can’t do it all ... 



garbage in ...



garbage out!



The Next Phase: Clean-up



Macros can help here, too.



Before ...







... and after





30 day free trial available at: http://www.macros.com/
US $39.95 / single copy

http://www.macros.com/
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